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ABSTRACT
Decisions support systems (DSS) are used more and more
to offer right information at the right time. Serendipity has
been pro- posed to ensure that the experience is broad and
engaging. However, only designing for serendipity might
not be enough to avoid historical discrimination affecting
your DSS. For this reason we argue to include equity when
designing for serendipity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Managing knowledge is an important skill, it can reduce
or enhance the power of individuals and organizations [44].
Nowadays, systems based on big data and algorithmic pro-
cessing are increasingly applied to support knowledge man-
agement and resulting activities. For example, algorithmic
matchmaking systems are being used to match job seekers
and potential employers, and several approaches have been
put forward to implement these complex tasks [3]. These de-
cision support systems (DSS) are trained to offer the right
information at the right time with high accuracy, making use
of (big) data. However, we are increasingly becoming aware
that there is a problem of bias and that it is a difficult prob-
lem to address. It emerges in the system before the data is
collected as well as in the other stages of the deep learning
processes [28]. The question of “how standards of unbiased
attitudes and non-discriminatory practices can be met in
(big) data analysis and algorithm-based decision-making”
is consequently a timely one. Today, there are many tools
focusing on technical solutions mitigating bias built up by
choices in training data and modelling methods [39]. How-
ever, this only partially solves the challenge to enable the
creation of both a performant fair and engaging, interest-
ing system. After all, these tools focus on the known social
or statistical biases. What with the unknown unknown, the
blind spots? We agree with scholars like Reviglio [44] and Ge
et al. [26] and argue that designing for serendipity could help
to overcome these blind spots in DSS. However, we want to
debunk the idea that designing for serendipity is a guarantee
to develop a system free from any bias. We therefore argue
that the implementation and operationalization of serendip-
ity should take into account additional principles, such as
equity. Hence, the particular question this paper aims to
address, is why and how serendipity and equity can help to
overcome blind spots in the design of algorithmic decision

support systems (DSS). In the remainder of this paper, we
will first elaborate on the notion of blind spots and discuss
why we consider them to be a result of existing paradigms to
reduce information overload. Second, we address the notion
of serendipity to overcome these blind spots. Following this,
we put forward three guiding principles to introduce equity
in the design of DSS. Throughout this work, we demonstrate
these principles by means of an hypothetical case example
of a job-matching system that aims to help job seekers find
interesting vacancies.

2. INFORMATION OVERLOAD
The increasing amount of available data and digital infor-
mation systems provide great opportunities for these kinds
of decision support systems. However, as discussed in re-
lated literature [29, 11], this also comes with the problem
of information overload. Although existing recommender
systems have shown to be an efficient remedy by applying
personalization and filtering techniques, there are growing
concerns about the potential drawbacks of these systems
(e.g. [11]). Indeed, while the current paradigm has shown
to be effective to reduce information overload, it is also being
criticized to exploit convergent system behavior rather than
cater divergent behavior [44]. This aligns with the emerging
call from scholars for additional and/or alternative metrics
to optimize these information systems beyond accuracy or
relevance (e.g. [33] ).

Perhaps the most contentious discussion in this regard is
the one about filter bubbles in online (social) media. Here,
the hypothesis is that algorithmic personalization focused
on accuracy or relevance results in a diminished exposure
diversity. The latter implies that users are only being ex-
posed to information that confirms their beliefs or properly
aligns with their preferences. In this way, users of the system
are literally blind to any information outside their bubble.
While this is an useful feature in some cases - a dog owner
does not want to get recommendations for cat food - in other
situations it might be detrimental. For example, when you
look online for information about a particular topic, e.g. the
usefulness of vaccines, you might only find information that
confirms your existing beliefs and thus result in a confirma-
tion bias [30].

While this is a striking example that many like to associate
with notable events in our contemporary society, the prob-
lem of information filtering and algorithmic curation exceeds
this single application domain. Indeed, as decision support
systems are increasingly being used in healthcare, financial



systems or juridical settings, these domains suffer from these
biases too. Moreover, these blind spots are not only due to
the filtering techniques themselves. They also result from
the available information in the first place: the data sources
and training data. In the case of job matching systems, for
example, there is a recurrent observation that women are
more often shown vacancies for part-time jobs, even though
gender is not a variable that is taken into account in the
model [51]. This appears to be, however, due to the actual
situation in the job market in which women seem to more of-
ten apply to part-time jobs and consequently this behaviour
is reinforced in the matchmaking model. The question then
arises about how to deal with this: should the system sim-
ply keep this imbalance or should it try to remediate? And
if we decide upon remediating, how can we make sure the
system indeed includes items that might score less on rele-
vance or accuracy, and thus represent the blind spots? The
challenge is hence how to design these systems with atten-
tion to these blind spots? In the next section we illustrate
how the concept of serendipity could be a first step in that
direction.

3. SERENDIPITY AGAINST BLINDSPOTS

3.1 Serendipity in digital environments
The idea of having a set of guidelines that helps us to dis-
cover the unknown sounds appealing to many. Unexpected
discoveries are a key driver for innovation and growth, and
the study of how people encounter information accidentally
has therefore been an important field in information science
over the last decade. In this domain, the notion of serendip-
ity is used to refer to the “unplanned ways to encounter
resources that we find interesting” [10, p.7] . Serendipity is
associated with a line of groundbreaking discoveries such as
Alexander Fleming’s discovery of Penicillin or Archimedes’
principle. Indeed, this ‘eureka moment’ reflects the key char-
acteristic of serendipity: an unexpected discovery.

Despite the importance of serendipity in epistemology, more
recently the concept started to gain attention in digital infor-
mation environments as well. Indeed, while the Web could
be considered to be the ultimate serendipity engine [32], the
problem of information overload and resulting algorithmic
filtering techniques seem to diminish this serendipitous po-
tential. Scholars therefore argue to apply serendipity as a
key design principle for digital environments [44]. Serendip-
ity is indeed concerned with discovering the unknown un-
known and has been proposed to be applied in recommender
systems to improve their quality and resulting user satis-
faction [26]. Similarly, serendipity can play an important
role in decision support systems to overcome the previously
described blind spots. For example, adding serendipity to
a job matching system, might result in recommending va-
cancies that the job seeker would never have thought of by
him/herself. However, the question remains how to design
these serendipitous encounters?

3.2 Designing for serendipity
While the notion of serendipity has gained attention in sev-
eral scientific disciplines, ranging from psychology to soci-
ology of science and computer science, there is a recurrent
misconception that turns it into an ill-defined buzzword [45].
Indeed, serendipity is often referred to as a happy accident,
an exceptional situation in which the right person was in the

right place. However, it is important to understand that
serendipitous discoveries are more complex: they are the
result of a favourable combination of an individual’s charac-
teristics and so-called environmental affordances. The lat-
ter are “opportunities for action offered by the real world”
[47, p.117] that allow individuals to engage in information-
seeking activities leading up to serendipitous encounters.

3.3 The key affordances of serendipity
This approach allows one to overcome the paradox of ‘de-
signing accidents’ as we will not design serendipity itself,
but design for serendipity and thus a so-called serendipity
potential. As mentioned before, there is an emerging line of
research focusing on cultivating this serendipity potential in
digital environments and stresses its importance and ethical
value [43, 10, 44] . Björneborn [10] identifies three key af-
fordances for serendipity: diversifiability, transferability and
sensoriability. These affordances represent the “key aspects
of human interactions with environments” [10, p.7]. The
first one, diversifiability, refers to the extent to which such
an environment can be diversified in terms of content. In the
case of our job matching system, this would mean a set of
recommended job vacancies across different sectors and/or
with multiple modalities (both part-time and full-time for
example). In this same example, the notion of transferabil-
ity would refer to the capacity of the system to explore the
possible vacancies. How easy can one navigate in between
several vacancies; are there multiple ways to end up with one
particular vacancy (e.g. through multiple search words), etc.
For example, a vacancy for a ‘store assistant’ could be re-
trieved both when looking for jobs in retail as well as jobs
with people. This illustrates one of the benefits of having
divergent systems because they allow to create new seman-
tic knowledge, in this case for the end-user. Finally, senso-
riability deals with the sensory stimuli in the environment.
In digital environments, this often refers to a combination of
images, colored hyperlinks, explicit keywords, notifications
or particular suggestions that are displayed.

3.4 Interaction of the system
An important additional aspect of these affordances is the
identification of re- lated personal characteristics that are
considered to be “the actoral components of these [environ-
mental] affordances” [10, p.7]. More specifically, Björneborn
[10] identifies three key personal factors that correspond to
each of the previously described affordances: curiosity (di-
versifiability), mobility (traversability) and sensitivity (sen-
soriability). Without going into detail about each of these
personal characteristics, it is obvious to also acknowledge
the role of the user. This is important to keep in mind when
thinking of the possible outcomes of decision support sys-
tems. Indeed, in our example of the job matching system,
it is still up to the job seeker to engage with the proposed
vacancies. Here, it has indeed been found that people’s lev-
els of extroversion and conscientiousness influence their job
seeking attitudes [24].

3.5 It ain’t a silver bullet
Although we argue that in the design of a DSS one should
aim to incorporate these dimensions, we acknowledge that
the application of this affordance reasoning is not straight-
forward. As with many principles, these concepts need to
be operationalized and adjusted to the system’s particular



context. In this operationalization, one should be equally
aware of the potential biases that might enter in the design.
Implementing these serendipity affordances is in no way an
exemption to any other biases. In this paper, we there-
fore want to particularly pay attention to the affordance of
diversifiability. After all, the mere requirement of having
a diverse (information) environment, does not sufficiently
take into account existing historic biases towards certain in-
formation sources, which is due to societal power dynamics
very difficult to not replicate [21]. The above-mentioned ex-
ample of women getting more part-time offers is such a bias,
related to the gender stereotypical role of the women as the
central home and childcare provider, where paid employ-
ment is assumed of second order importance. To overcome
this historical bias, we suggest that the operationalization
of diversity should take into account the notion of equity as
it is more adequate to deal with this type of bias.

Figure 1: Conceptual connection between design for
serendipity affordances and the dimensions to enable design
for equity

4. MITIGATING HISTORIC BIAS

4.1 Historic bias & equity
Any kind of decision-support system relies on one or multi-
ple models that are trained on data. A model is an abstrac-
tion of a process which makes predictions on historic data
points [40]. Consequently, the predictions and recommen-
dations are based on data that may contain (past) societal
prejudices that were (unintentionally) encoded in these his-
toric data points. This is called historical bias, it occurs
when the world as it was or is influences the model to make
unwanted biased outcomes [50]. Friedman and Nissenbaum
[25] coined the term “pre-existing bias” to describe the same
effects. According to them, this is a bias that can be traced
back to institutions, practices and attitudes. An example
of an historical bias can be found in Amazon’s discontin-
ued human resources machine learning algorithm. This was
used to identify possible job candidates by predicting their
success based on previous employees’ success. The model is
no longer in use as it downgraded CVs from women due to
an inferred preference for male candidates [19]. Penā Gan-
gadharan and Niklas [41] recognise that in order to resolve
discrimination it is necessary to investigate the normative
practices and institutions that have contributed to this dif-
ference in treatment, as technology is created within a soci-
ety’s laws and practices. This means that it is necessary to
examine the socio-technical dynamics of gathering data by
not discounting the historical choices that created the data
[41,38]. One element that is proposed to stop discrimination
and to obtain equality is to design for fairness.

Historical discrimination or data provenance (the availabil-
ity of data) is sometimes explicitly ignored [14] when try-
ing to achieve fairness in models. Gilbert and Mintz [27]

have made the case that in order to counter bias in data
it is important to place the data within a context. This
is confirmed by Binns’[8] examination of the unfairness of
discrimination in relation to political philosophy’s role in al-
gormorithic bias. He concluded that fairness needs to be
contextualized in order to be truly fair. He proposes to use
luck egalitarianism to achieve fairness, this doctrine states
that to be fairly judged a person can only bear the burden of
their own choices and those burdens caused by outside influ-
ences should be taken out of the equation. He acknowledges
that this contextualisation of choices is not an easy task as
what is truly a choice and what is a result of the historical
circumstances is in most cases hard to distinguish. Research
has been done to use machine learning to discover and use
causal relationships that can be found in historical data to
show the bias [37]. Cardaso et al. [36] examined if it was
possible to use self created biased data to validate if there
was bias in the system. What these two approaches have in
common is that they use data to examine or contextualize
historical inequality. A shortcoming here is that this can
only be established when there is data available.

Currently many of the technical solutions to bias or unfair-
ness are focused on creating fair outcomes by algorithm [1,
2, 22]. For example, they compare if all groups are treated
equally by the model. This approach, however, does not ad-
dress if it is fair to the individual to be judged on the basis
of a group. Moreover, the studies focused on algorithmic
fairness do not address that the perception of fairness might
not be the same for everyone and that the promoted fairness
is not determined within a vacuum. For example, Wang et
al. [52] found that fairness perception differs greatly among
the 579 participants of their experiment and is not easily
determined or feelings of unfairness are not easily resolved.
O’Neil [40] argues that fairness is hard to grasp for models
and a focus on data means that unfairness is perpetuated
and often unaddressed. She [40] witnessed this in her study
of police predictive modeling and these findings are echoed
by the ethnographic studies of algorithms by Eubanks [23].

Data collection, or lack there off, is inherently political and is
part of structural oppression [21]. One example to illustrate
both the need for an historical perspective and the influence
of normative practices, is in the lack of data available on the
lived experience of women [42], which has impacted many
fields from urban planning to health. In the context of a
DSS, this kind of historical bias limits the available data and
resulting interpretations and support. To remediate this, it
has been suggested to design for equity [16, 17, 21].

4.2 Designing for Equity
D’ignazio and Klein [21] argue that fairness as a concept is
not sufficient to address inequality. This is because fairness
is judged from a current moment in time without reflection
on past advantages. Therefore it would be advantageous for
those that have been privileged from the start. The deci-
sions involved in creating fairness within DSS are numerous
as fairness as a concept comes in many different iterations
with each determining the type of fairness that is provided
to the subject of a DSS (e.g. group fairness, individual fair-
ness, group parity and others). Determining and document-
ing the choice in fairness alone does not solve bias. This is
echoed by Hoffmann [31] who uses anti-discrimination dis-
course to explain that using fairness alone does not solve
bias in technological solutions as it will replicate normative



structures and does not take into account the full lived ex-
perience of marginalized people. Equity on the other hand
would take into account the context of a person which in
turn enables an equitable outcome. The purpose of equity
is to ensure that advantages and disadvantages are taken
into consideration and to offer an alternative to the fairness
principle. There have been initiatives to introduce what is
called data justice into design practice. Data justice brings
together multiple disciplines which are focused on the role
of datafication within a wide variety of topics ranging from
democratic procedures to the dehumanisation of decision-
making [20].

When we look for inspiration on how to put this into prac-
tice, we can rely on the recent increased interest to integrate
data justice in design and practice [16, 20]. The focus of
these initiatives is to ensure that a plurality of voices and
lived experiences are introduced within the design process,
which is currently too focused on an universal experience
[17]. Others have argued that integrating critical feminist
theory originating from the social sciences in design of Hu-
man Computer Interaction (HCI) would ensure that there
would be challenges to normative thinking [7]. According to
Bardzell and Bardzell [7] critical feminist theory is uniquely
qualified for this as resisting and critiquing the status quo
is one of its tenets. Although the feminist theory originally
set out from a gender inequality point of view, applying sys-
tematic reflexivity and a high awareness of historical power
inequalities, created insight in the intersection of different
inequalities coming along other social categories (e.g ethnic-
ity, age, sexuality, ability, economical background) guiding
social interaction. This lead to a body of work interested
in investigating the different practices involved in creating
organisations and technologies. Young [53] used their article
as the basis to create a design practice for a feminist chat-
bot by proposing practical methods to include stakeholders
within the creation process of a chatbot. Using insights from
both these fields we argue to integrate the following into the
diversifiablity affordance for serendipity: awareness of power
dynamics, intersectionality and reflexivity.

4.2.1 Powerdynamics
Ignoring the structures of discrimination by focusing solely
on single instances of blind spots disregards how these struc-
tures of power can have a wider impact [31]. D’ignazio and
Klein [21] make use of the 4 domains of power (based on Pa-
tricia Hill Collins’[15] work) to explain structural oppression.
First, there is the structural domain which organizes oppres-
sion via laws and policies. Second, the disciplinary domain
which manages oppression by enforcing the laws and poli-
cies of the first domain. The third domain is the hegemonic
domain which circulates oppression and creates acceptance
via cultural activities and the media. And finally, there
is the interpersonal domain which consists of the personal
experience of oppression. Structural oppression can also re-
sult in a disproportionately privilege for a dominant group
[21]. Robinson et al. [46] argue that disregarding structural
racism while designing a system will result in it insidiously
infiltrating your system on every level.

Applying these domains on the design for algorithm-decision
making-processes in a labor context, there are laws and poli-
cies in place that are sensitive to equal access to jobs (struc-
tural domain of power). However, the disciplinary domain
is often insufficiently equipped to enforce these laws and

policies in daily practice. There are, however, cases where
unequal access to jobs is challenged. It is on the third do-
main, the hegemonic domain, where a lot of change is still
necessary. It is also in this domain a new DSS should be
situated as it is a cultural expression captured in a technol-
ogy: what is a good or a wrong decision. Finally, in the
interpersonal domain, any oppression supported by the DSS
is only shown to the person that is discriminated against.
The end-users from the dominant group are not aware of
their privilege, which thus remains a blind spot for them.

Designing for equity would mean to be aware of the power
structures that made the decisions regarding the model and
the manner of data gathering. In other words make visible
who was allowed to be involved in the design process [16].
Once the power structures have been examined it becomes
possible to challenge these decisions [21].

4.2.2 Complexity of intersectionality
Solely focusing on structural racism in the design of a DSS
would ignore the intersectionality of most people’s identities,
and the related exclusion mechanisms - for example ageism,
sexism, ableism, or marginalisation by wealth. The concept
of intersectionality was proposed [18] to explain that race,
gender and class do not operate in a silo. They intersect
and on those points of intersection people’s identity is con-
structed [16, 17]. According to Collins [15] people receive
benefits and penalties based on their position on the inter-
sections within systems of oppression. An example can be
found in data sets created for training facial recognition soft-
ware. Buolamwini and Gebru [12] found that the algorithm
was unable to recognise black female faces because it was not
only trained on a lack of black faces but it specifically lacked
black female faces. There has been interest in re-examining
the principles of fairness, for example, Burke [13] proposes
multi-sided fairness. In this case, however, the multi-sided
aspect is not considered within an individual itself as inter-
sectionality proposes, but is related to fairness for multiple
stakeholders within an algorithmic decision. Designing for
equity would mean to design a system that is aware of the
complex intersections of peoples’ identity and to go beyond
a universal design [17].

4.2.3 Reflexivity of data scientists
The third principle is reflexivity which is “the ability to re-
flect on and take responsibility for one’s own position within
the multiple, intersecting dimensions of the matrix of dom-
ination” [21, p.64]. Reflexivity is then achieved by being
aware of your own position within the power dimensions
and actively acknowledging the benefits and disadvantages
of this position. The reflexivity achieves a transparency on
the differences between data subject and data gatherer. This
is important because it highlights possible gaps in the knowl-
edge base of the data scientist.

5. IN (DESIGN) PRACTICE
On an abstract level, the trajectory of a DSS can be mod-
elled as depicted in Figure 2. This trajectory is based on the
simplified life cycle of AI as proposed by Binns and Gallo
[9]. To further accommodate early consideration of ethi-
cal issues, we have elaborated the framework to reflect the
necessity to consider the team who develops the AI. In addi-
tion, we have added a deeper layer to the training and test
data phase to be able to differentiate between the different



steps that need to be taken to procure the training and test
data. A lot of the blind spots are built up in this phase, but
not all as discussed earlier. Applying ethical considerations
at an early stage has been found to be the most beneficial
and cost effective method [25]. It is therefore important to
ensure that these phases can be described as detailed as pos-
sible. We will use this framework to place the different steps
for integrating equity and serendipity within all the phases
of the design process. While the role of diversifiability in
serendipity has been acknowledged in the design of machine
learning models [35], it is rarely considered as an important
aspect of the design process itself. However, what is clear
from the previous discussion, is that incorporating diversifi-
ability should not be a mere feature of the algorithm itself.
Diversifiability also emerges from related design activities
such as data collection or developing measures of success
because they are subject of the previously described design
principles for equity.

Figure 2: Based on the simplified life cycle of AI [9] an
ideal typical process of the creation of a DSS is depicted,
connected with the overall design for serendipity and equity
as key drivers in the process

5.1 Living lab approach
We propose combining both the principles of data justice
and critical feminist theory with a living lab approach. The
latter is a research method that involves “multiple stake-
holders, including users, in the exploration, co-creation and
evaluation of (usually ICT-related) innovations within a re-
alistic setting” [5, p. 1].

At the start of the project, in the business and use-case de-
velopment phase, one assesses the stakeholders, the purpose
of the DSS system and its context. Which stakeholders are
under-served? A thorough stakeholder mapping should be
conducted, keeping in mind the intersectionality of stake-
holders’ identity. In order to compensate for structural dis-
advantages, it will be necessary to examine where people
might be penalized or privileged based on intersections of
identity [15] . Moreover, it needs to be ensured that the sys-
tem design is also informed by a representation (e.g. per-
sona’s) and involvement (e.g. user research, co-creation)
of the most disadvantaged. In our earlier example of the
job-matching system, those who have been identified as ex-
periencing difficulties in being matched with a job should be
involved in the design process. This will create additional
semantic knowledge for the system to work with and conse-
quently reduce potential biases. This could be, for example,
people older than 50, educationally disadvantaged and mi-
noritized people [51]. Involving them can be achieved by
conducting user research and co-creation with representa-
tives, not only focusing on the (historic and current) disad-
vantages, but also their strengths and experiences. During

these sessions, system-designers should emphatically listen
to the epistemic knowledge of stakeholders themselves, as
they are uniquely qualified to critique the status quo [7].
Here, it is important to note that the involvement of these
stakeholders needs to be a touch stone throughout the en-
tire design process. Involving them throughout the project
will ensure that their actual experiences impact the design,
rather than the designers’ interpretation of these experi-
ences. This means that they would be involved in every
stage of the life cycle (Figure 2). Another step where a
living lab approach will benefit equity is within step 3 the
data collection phase. The input is essential as interpre-
tation of data can be tricky. Involving domain experts is
essential to understand which data needs to be included to
be able to make a decision. The involvement of marginal-
ized stakeholders here would enable a new perspective on
the data from a lived experience point of view. As said be-
fore the involvement of the stakeholders is throughout the
lifecycle as they will be involved in the testing of the re-
sulting model and can be involved in creating an inclusive
deployment strategy.

The incorporation of equity within diversifiability can also
be realized by examining the purpose of solutions together
with the stakeholders identified as most impacted by the
solutions. This means that the systems’ beneficial impact
on society is determined and possible harms for their peer
group are identified. Furthermore, by interacting with these
stakeholders we can learn from their experiences on how to
avoid the harm and improve the solution for all. This in-
cludes an examination of the broader context by analysing
the stakeholder mapping and the conducted sessions of co-
creation and user research to present an overview of the
possible positive and negative outcomes of the proposed so-
lution. This can be implemented by conducting a domain
analysis using classic scientific methods combined with the
epistemological knowledge of the marginalized stakeholders.

5.2 Reflexivity
Next to listening and incorporating other viewpoints in the
design process, there is also a need to focus on the design
team. The design team should be aware of their own inter-
sectional identities, values and position in society. Both on
an individual team member level and as a group. This can
be achieved by practicing reflexivity. In our example of labor
mitigation, the team should first reflect on which intersec-
tion they would be placed (e.g. a team member could be a
hetero-sexual 30 year old white man) and think about what
this would mean for their own unconscious preferences and
assumptions. Another aspect of this reflexive exercise in-
volves studying how these intersectional identities reflect in
or differ from the marginalized stakeholders. Subsequently,
what kind of involvement of the marginalized stakeholders
is needed to ensure that the design will have the desired
impact. How are you going to realise this: an additional
team member, a soundboard of experience experts, . . . Fi-
nally, if particular design choices are based on assumptions
of use, these need to be disclosed in order to facilitate re-
flexivity on the possible impact of these assumptions later
in the process. For example at the time of deployment or
monitoring of the performance of the DSS. Leaflet or fact
sheet approaches are commonly used as a tool to create that
transparency [4, 49].



5.3 Challenges
These three principles of intersectionality, reflexivity and
awareness of power dimensions help designers to ensure eq-
uity. Applying them also contributes to the diversifiabil-
ity affordance that has been defined to design for serendip-
ity. Indeed, as has been illustrated in the previous sec-
tion, including diversity can only be considered as beneficial
when it does not come at the cost of equality. We there-
fore argue that the practical methods put forward in this
section should become an essential part of the design work-
flow of any algorithm-based decision-making system. In this
way, they could be considered as complementary research
approaches and practices to rather technical-oriented solu-
tions that have been suggested before in order to deal with
serendipity and diversity.

Although implementing these principles and corresponding
methodologies sounds evident in theory, we acknowledge
that there is still a lack of practical tools and procedural
knowledge as to how to implement them in an actual de-
sign process. This is not only an open challenge related to
the subjects presented in this work, but is applicable more
generally to the discourse of ethical artificial intelligence.
Recent works all explicitly point out that there is a need
for domain appropriate ethical tools (e.g.[6, 39, 34]. From
our experience as social scientists involved in the design of
many of these systems, we believe that this challenge arises
from (at least) two bottlenecks that need to be addressed
collectively in order to be able to move forward. First of
all, experience has taught us that ethical considerations do
not have the attention that they should have to truly have
ethics by design. They are seen as a nice to have instead of a
key consideration throughout the design process. Secondly,
there is a lack of a proper articulation of the actual steps
that take place within the development of a DSS. This means
that we do not know for sure if the trajectory in Figure 2 de-
picts a version of reality or is indeed solely a representation
of an ideal. This hampers our ability to develop and provide
more specific and concrete tools to implement the principles
of serendipity and equity. We hope that the arguments in
this paper demonstrate the importance of notions such as
serendipity and equity in the design of algorithmic-based
decision-making systems and invite scholars and practition-
ers from other domains to work collectively towards putting
these principles into practice.

6. CONCLUSION
The availability of high volumes of data and intelligent decision-
making systems present both opportunities and challenges
to various actors. In the current research paradigm, the
most important system objective of decision-making systems
is accuracy. The relevance and applicability of the system is
informally evaluated by the user and determines if they will
continue to use application. While these systems allow for
an enhanced informed decision-making process, the question
arises to which extent the information they present is not
flawed by biases and blind spots. In this work, we outlined
how design principles based on serendipity and equity could
help to re-mediate some of these weaknesses. The underlying
rationale is that these principles will broaden the available
information and semantic knowledge and in this way allow
for divergent rather than convergent systems. We aimed
to put forward a design rationale that would help to in-

corporate the principles of serendipity (diversifiability) and
equity (inter- sectionality, reflexivity and power balances) in
the development of DSS.

The main challenge, however, relates to the actual imple-
mentation of these methodological tools within an actual
design process of a DSS. What is evident from the rationale
presented in this paper, is the fact that design principles
such as serendipity and equity shouldn’t be limited to the
activities related to the mere design or training of the sys-
tem. Rather, it should be part of the entire trajectory from
start to end, including testing and evaluating it continuously
with several user groups. While we presented an ideal trajec-
tory of this design and development process (cfr. Figure 2),
we are aware of the fact that in reality this might not always
be the case. Future research will need to be conducted to
examine and elaborate on the process presented in figure 2
in order to present a realistic representation of the design of
a DSS. We therefore call for an inter-disciplinary approach
that considers these design principles such as serendipity
and equity not merely as a nice to have, but as an essential
component of the design of a DSS, and starting from this,
discusses how these practices can be met in the actual design
of these systems.
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